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Dorcu Mbithe kigaru, PhD; Cornelia Loechl, PhD; Thabisile Moleah, PhD; Macharia-Mutie CW, PhD; Zipporah W. Ndung'u, Msc

To: Ben Dickinson/BMC Nutrition Editorial Office” bmcnutr@biomedcentral.com
BMC Nutrition
http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcnutr

Dear Ben Dickinson/ BMC Nutrition Editorial Office,

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO REVIEWERS/EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Thank you for the good news that our manuscript is potentially acceptable for publication in BMC Nutrition and thank you for the opportunity to revise it. The Editorial comments are addressed below and have made corresponding revisions to the manuscript.

1. Please detail whether the consent obtained from the parents was written or verbal – CONSENT OBTAINED FROM PARENTS WAS WRITTEN. THIS HAS ALSO BEEN HIGHLIGHTED IN THE MANUSCRIPT

2. Please include all tables either at the end of your manuscript or as separate files as per our instructions (http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcnutr/authors/instructions/researcharticle#preparing-
tables) – DONE. ALL TABLES HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO THE END OF THE MANUSCRIPT. CHANGES ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN THE MANUSCRIPT.

3. Please change the introduction heading to background. DONE AND HIGHLIGHTED IN THE MANUSCRIPT

4. Supplementary material has been provided. Please clarify whether this is for the reviewers only or for publication alongside the manuscript. If the latter, please cite the supplementary material within the main text. - SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL WAS PROVIDED FOR REVIEWERS ONLY. NOT FOR PUBLICATION.